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Wazir. Watch latest and hottest Hindi Movies, Hd, Full Video Free on ZEE5.com! . Wazir is a 2016
Indian Punjabi comedy film written and directed by Bejoy Nambiar, starring Amitabh Bachchan and
Dutt. It is also the first collaboration between Bachchan and Nambiar . Never miss a new full-length
movie by subscribing to our channel. Share this to your friends, Wazir in Hindi Download Movie for
FREE . I had the honor of working with him in the movies Wazir & Wazir: The Remix. But ever since
I was young, I used to dream of working with him. A master of the game Wazir was taught by the
greatest. A truly unique and unforgettable experience Wazir: The Remix - A brilliant actor, a master
of the game. A great tribute to a man whose genius was simply amazing and a true delight. Watch
Wazir (2016) Hindi Movie Full,Wazir (2016) Full Movie Free Download 720p High. Description: This
is the story of Wazir. Set against the backdrop of a new generation chess grandmaster competing
with, assisting and befriending a wheelchair-bound master, the movie says everything you'd want to
know about both. Find local family entertainment events, activities, movies, discounts, and more for
Wazir near your home. Wazir is all set in India. The story is about Wazir, a three-century old game of
cat and mouse with other players at stake. A man who plays chess is always ready to have a game .
Wazir Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, Punjabi Languages. Wazir is a 2016 Punjabi film directed
by Bejoy Nambiar and starring Amitabh Bachchan, Neha Sharma and Nikunj Dwivedi. Wazir stars
Amitabh Bachchan in a role that was first portrayed in Wazir (1961) a romantic comedy, a story
about a disabled chess master that is tailor-made for the 76-year-old actor. दौड़ी के रूप में वजीर
नामक राष्ट्रीय सिन
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